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Abstract

Initial plasmas have been obtained in the Advanced Toroidal Facility
(ATF) at Oak Ridge. During the first operating period all major
systems worked well. Currentless plasmas have been formed with
electron-cyclotron heating (ECH) and neutral beam injection (NBI).
Plasma breakdown is achieved with 200 kW of microwave power
using the second harmonic of the 53 GHz gyrotron at 1 T. Because of
the insufficient initial cleanup state of the vessel, the density
evolution during the discharge is dominated by impurity influxes due
to plasma-wall interactions. Wall conditioning has so far been
performed with glow discharge and electron-cyclotron resonance
discharge cleaning, with the walls at room temperature. Plasma
edge studies are in preparation. They are focused on experiments
leading to a divertor concept for ATF. During this brief operating
period, plasma conditions were dominated by wall interactions. It is
expected that during the next period additional wall conditioning
techniques will lead to improved plasma performance.
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1.Introduction

The Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF) is a continuous-coil, / = 2
torsatron with twelve field periods, major radius Ro = 2.1 m, average
minor radius of a = 0.27 m, plasma volume V * 3.1 m3, average
magnetic field on axis Bo < 2 T, typical rotational transform 0.3 < -t <
1.0, and an MHD-stability-optimized, flexible magnetic configuration
[1]. Experimental operation began in January 1988. The device will
be used to study a variety of confinement issues in support of an
externally controlled magnetic configuration. Other objectives
include studies of particle and impurity control as well as energy
removal in steady state operation. Because of the complex magnetic
configuration in stellarators, studies of the plasma edge
configuration are of particular relevance in ATF. Computer modeling
as well as experimental studies in Heliotron-E [2] have clearly
shown that particles and energy leaving the confined plasma,
intercept the walls in a pattern of flux bundles, called "divertor
stripes" [2]. The edge plasma diagnostic system is specifically
designed to study the edge configuration in three dimensions and
investigate whether the intrinsically diverted flux bundles, in
combination with a system of baffles, can be utilized as an
effective divertor system.

2. Vacuum Vessel and Pumping System

The ATF vacuum vessel shape is the result of maximizing the plasma
size for a given system of magnetic field coils, optimizing
diagnostics access, and providing access for tangential neutral beam
injection. The latter condition is particularly difficult to meet in a
system with continuous helical field coils. The configurationally
optimized vessel is depicted in Fig. 1. The torus has 12 square top
and bottom ports each with 0.35 m side length, 12 circular ports of
0.2 m diameter on the inboard midplane, and 12 trapezoidally shaped



ports (Tennessee"-port) on the outboard midplane with a height of
0.62 m and a maximum width of 0.93 m. The torus has helical
troughs to accomodate the two helical field windings. The volume of
the vacuum vessel is 10 m3 and the inner surface area is 60 m2.

The vacuum pumping system is connected to the vessel via a system
consisting of bellows and a duct of 2.8 m total length and 0.58 m
diameter. The high-vacuum pumping system consists of three 2200
l/s turbomolecular pumps in parallel. The calculated effective
pumping speed at the vessel is 2700 l/s for nitrogen. Typical global
leak rates of the vessel without attachments have been measured to
be 1-3x10'5 Torrl/s. Without baking, base pressures of 1-2x10'7

Torr, dominated by water vapor, have been achieved.

Baking of the torus is accomplished by induction heating. For this
purpose, a 440-V, 60-Hz power supply is directly connected to the
helical field windings. In addition, a system of heating tapes is
installed on ports and ducts attached to the vessel [3]. The maximum
temperature of the vessel is limited to 150 °C, in order to restrict
the expansion of the vessel inside the closely spaced helical field
coils.

3. Wall Conditioning

For the first experimental period, baking of the vacuum vessel was
not available and wall conditioning techniques were restricted to
glow discharge cleaning (G-DC) [4], with the vessel at room
temperature, and electron-cyclotron resonance discharge cleaning
(ECR-DC) [5], with the vessel slightly above room temperature.
Consequently, discharge cleaning procedures were less effective
than usually reported for elevated vessel temperatures [6].

Glow discharge cleaning was accomplished by applying a dc voltage
of 500 - 800 V to a single stainless steel anode which was inserted



into the vessel. The total discharge current was measured to be 1 -
2 A. The glow was initiated at 10 - 15 mTorr of hydrogen pressure
and could be maintained at pressures as low as 0.5 mTorr. The
pumping speed during continuous glow discharges was 900 l/s (N2

equivalent), and the gas injection system was feedback-controlled
to maintain constant pressure of approximately 1 mTorr.
Fundamental electron-cyclotron resonance discharges were produced
with a 6 kW microwave source (cw) at a frequency of 2.45 GHz and a
corresponding magnetic field of 0.0875 T. Typical input power levels
were 3 kW. Pumping speeds of approximately 1800 l/s (N2

equivalent) were used and hydrogen pressures were maintained at
0.3-1x10"4 Torr.

The initial conditioning procedure consisted of several periods of
G-DC (~ 12 h each), followed by ECR-DC every night and over
weekends. Glow discharge cleaning removed mostly hydrocarbons and
unipolar arcing sites. Since it was performed at room temperature,
removal of water was very slow. During ECR-DC, the input power of
3 kW caused the vessel temperature to rise to approximately 50 °C
and the water removal became slightly more effective, although it
was still slow. Figure 2 shows residual gas analysis (RGA) data
taken during a 14 h period of ECR-DC. The graph shows the hydrogen
which is kept constant at 10'4 Torr, and the water and carbon
monoxide levels which decreased by approximately a factor of two
during the 14 h period. The now implemented baking capability is
expected to increase the efficiency of discharge cleaning
substantially. In addition, gettering with titanium, or alternatively
with chromium, is in preparation for the next operating period.

4. Plasma Edge Studies

A set of diagnostics is installed on ATF to study configuration and
parameters of the edge plasma. In a torsatron configuration like
ATF, the magnetic field lines in the plasma edge form distinct



bundles along which the plasma flows to the walls. Before
implementing local diagnostics like e.g. Langmuir probes, the global
edge configuration, i.e. location and extent of the stripes has to be
known. Therefore, imaging techniques will be used initially to study
the configuration of the plasma edge and determine optimum
positions for local diagnostics.

A multi-purpose image processing system has been developed for
ATF [7]. This system makes it possible to investigate the
complicated topology inherent in stellarator plasmas with
conventional video technology. Infrared (IR) cameras are used on ATF
to measure heat flux patterns on the vacuum vessel wall as well as
on limiters and divertor plates. Charge-coupled device (CCD)
cameras, operated at the standard video framing rate, are used to
measure visible light emission from the ionized plasma. These
cameras are coupled with fast aquisition and display systems,
developed for a MicroVax-ll computer, which allow between-shot
observation of the dynamic particle and heat flux patterns and the
spatial extent of the plasma generated by ATF. The IR camera system
provides aquisition of one frame of 60 x 80 eight-bit pixels every
16.7 ms via storage in a CAMAC module. The CCD data aquisition
proceeds automatically storing the video frames until its 12-bit,
1-megabyte CAMAC memory is fi l led. After analysis,
transformation, and compression, selected portions of the data are
stored on disk. Interactive display of experimental data and
theoretical calculations is performed with software written in IDL
( Interactive Data Language [8] ).

The second global diagnostic is the instrumented limiter system. It
is comprised of one moveable top and bottom module each, with a
vertical stroke of 25 cm and a toroidal separation between the two
limiters of one field period, corresponding to 30°. The limiters are
electrically isolated from the vacuum vessel and have provisions for
biasing. Each module consists of 11 individual tiles made of POCO
AXF-5Q gas-purified graphite, mounted on a water-cooled stainless



steel base plate. The tiles are shaped in the toroidal direction for
constant heat flux deposition for a 2 cm e-folding length of the
power flux. They are equipped with thermocouples to form
calorimeter arrays for measurements of the energy deposition
profile and the total deposited energy. The central tile incorporates
Langmuir probes and a gas puff nozzle at the center. It can also be
removed through a vacuum lock for materials studies.

The limiters will be used in conjunction with an IR camera, a visible
spectrometer, and Ha-detectors to investigate heat, impurity, and

particle fluxes in the plasma edge. The system will provide radial
and pofoidal information on energy deposition, time-resolved
particle and power fluxes, and characteristic decay lengths in ECH
and NBI-heated plasmas. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the
limiter assembly.

Experimental observations in Heliotron-E [2] and computer studies
on ATF indicate that plasma leaves the confined region in flux
bundles ("divertor stripes") which cause localized heating and
erosion on the vessel walls. To investigate this phenomenon
experimentally in ATF and utilize the inherent divertor action, a
large-diameter (50 cm) , moveable graphite plate has been installed
in the vacuum vessel through one of the outboard horizontal ports.
With top and bottom limiters removed, the particle and heat flow
patterns on the plate will be measured with a CCD-camera and an
IR-camera as a function of radial position. Insertion of top and
bottom limiters to the last closed magnetic flux surface and
observation of their influence on the flow patterns, will provide
information on connection lengths in the plasma edge.

5. Initial Operation

A general description of the initial ATF operation has been given in



another publication [9]. The present paper emphazises issues of
particle control and wall interactions. The magnetic configuration in
ATF is established about 1 s before discharge initiation and held
constant for 2.5 s. Plasma breakdown is obtained at the second-
harmonic resonance frequency of 53-GHz and the resonance field of
Bo = 0.95 T. After breakdown, the plasma is maintained either with
typically 200 kW of electron-cyclotron heating (ECH) only, or with
ECH plus an additional 350 kW of neutral beam injection. A typical
sequence of gas puff, 200-kW ECH pulse, and line density, measured
with a 2-mm interferometer along a 0.65 m chord, is shown in Fig. 4.

Due to limited wall clean-up, the plasma density evolution was
dominated by plasma-wall interactions. For a discussion of this
behaviour, we distinguish two phases of the discharge: a) plasma
breakdown phase and b) subsequent density evolution. For 'normal'
plasma breakdown, the vessel is prefilled with a short puff of
hydrogen gas starting 0.1 s before application of ECH. Gas puffs of
0.2-1.0 Torr-I have been employed, resulting in pressures of 0.2-

1x10"4Torr at time zero when the microwave (ECH) power is
applied. Breakdown occurs with a delay of about 3 ms after ECH-
power is applied. Best breakdown conditions were achieved with a
prefill of 7x10'5 Torr, resulting in a density rise of 6x1018nrr3

within 10 ms after time zero. This fast density rise was
accompanied by a sharp peak in the Ha-emission. Multiplication with

the total plasma volume indicates that, for this case, the density
rise after breakdown corresponds to ionization of 36% of the prefill
gas.

The discharge can also be initiated without any external gas fill. In
this case, there is not a clear distinction between breakdown phase
and subsequent density rise phase. Instead, the density increases
continuously from zero to the maximum value, as can be seen in
Fig. 5a. The initial Ha-burst is not observed. Without a gas puff, the
partial pressure of hydrogen immediately before the discharge is
5x10"6 Torr. Full ionization of this residual hydrogen would produce
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a maximum density of 1x1018 nr3. In contrast, the observed final
density is an order of magnitude higher, indicating that most of the
plasma density at the end of the discharge originates from wall
sources.

For a given ECH-power, the rate of density buildup after the initial
breadown appears to be independent of the hydrogen prefill. As
Fig. 5a shows, the breakdown density achieved with prefill only
adds a constant initial value to the otherwise identical rates of rise.
In the present example the final density without prefill is
1.5x1019rrr3, i.e. a maximum of 6% only could originate from the
residual gas. Particle balance shows that the contribution of beam
particles is approximately 15%.

As shown in Fig. 4, the density rise occurs slowly in discharges
heated with ECH only, while it rises at much faster rates in
discharges heated with ECH + NBI. The rapid density rise during
neutral beam injection is interpreted as a consequence of enhanced
wall interactions. Spectroscopic measurements indicate a strong
influx of the light impurities carbon and oxygen. An example is
depicted in Fig. 5b showing the O V radiation signal from NBI
discharges with and without hydrogen prefill. The figure indicates
that the prefill does not affect the impurity radiation during the
later part of the discharge. Due to the strong impurity influx, the
plasma radiation increases up to 100%, causing a collapse of the
plasma temperature and a decay of the density before the end of the
pulse. Analysis of the residual gas immediately after the discharge
also indicates high concentrations of CO and H2O.

The assumption that the density rise is due to the influx of wall
impurities, can be corroborated by correlating it to the clean-up
state of the vacuum vessel wall. In Fig. 6 we have plotted the
density rise after breakdown as a function of shot number. The rate
of rise shows a gradual long-term decrease as the machine is



cleaning up, and very pronounced increases each time after the
vessel has been 'up to air' (UTA). Similar trends have been observed
with the residual gas analyzer. For the next operating period it is
expected that wall clean-up will be better and faster as a
consequence of the added baking capability.

6. Summary

Initial plasma operation in ATF has established some basic operating
characteristics of the device. Second-harmonic plasma initiation
with 200 kW of ECH power has succesfuily produced target plasmas
which are sufficient for neutral beam injection. For fixed ECH power
the rate of plasma production during breakdown is a nonlinear
function of the prefill pressure. Best conditions are achieved at
pressures of 5-7x10"5 Torr. Subsequent to breakdown, the density
rises without external gas feed. This is attributed to wall
interactions and insufficient cleanup of the vessel. Spectroscopic
measurements show strong impurity influxes that lead in many
cases to the radiation collapse of the plasma followed by density
decay. The rate of density rise due to impurity influx from the walls
decreases as a function of wall cleanup.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account f work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Figure captions:

Fig. 1 The ATF vacuum vessel showing the troughs for the helical
field windings and the 12 field periods.

Fig. 2 RGA data during a 14 h ECR-DC run. Shown is the working
gas hydrogen as well as H2O and CO.

Fig. 3 Instrumented limiter assembly

Fig. 4 Sequence of waveforms of gas puff, ECH-power, and line-
density as a function of time

Fig. 5 Evolution of line-density and O V emission for discharges
with and without prefill

Fig. 6 Density rise after plasma breakdown as a function of shot
number
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ATF INSTRUMENTED LIMITER SYSTEM
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Impurity Evolution during NBI Discharges
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Rate of Density Rise after Plasma Breakdown
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